
PLAN

• Lecture I:     Neutrinos in the SM 

Neutrino masses and mixing: Majorana vs Dirac

• Lecture II:   Neutrino oscillations and the discovery of neutrino masses

and mixings

• Lecture III:  The quest for leptonic CP violation

A neutrino look at BSM and the history of the Universe



“For the discovery of neutrino oscillations, 
which shows that neutrinos have mass”



Stars shine neutrinos 

1939 Bethe  

Stablishes the theory of stelar nucleosynthesis

Nobel 1967



¿How many neutrinos from the Sun ?

Bahcall



Nobel 2002

R. Davis    

1966 he detects for the first time
solar neutrinos in a tank of 
400000 liters 1280m underground
(Homestake mine)  

The hero of the caves

Did not convince because he saw 0.4 of the expected….

Problem in detector ? In solar model  ? In  neutrinos ?



Neutrino masses & lepton mixing (Dirac)

Couplings to the Higgs give rise to fermion masses and connect families! 

In the mass eigenbasis



Neutrino masses & lepton mixing (Dirac)

Couplings to the Higgs give rise to fermion masses and connect families! 

In the mass eigenbasis

Three massive neutrinos and three massive leptons



Neutrino masses & lepton mixing (Dirac)

unitary matrix analogous to CKM 

Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata Matrix

In the new basis: 



Lepton mixing

The neutrino flavour basis:

States produced in a CC
interaction in 
combination with 
e, m, t

Eigenstates of the 
free Hamiltonian
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Neutrino oscillations

A neutrino experiment is an interferometer in flavour space, because 
neutrinos are so weakly interacting that can keep coherence over 
very long distances ! 

L

Neutrinos are produced and detected via weak interactions
as flavour states:



A          is produced and stays a ne …

Classical analogy I: no flavour mixing

ne

ne



The probability to find a           at any time is the same, but the probability
to find a         is zero.

ne
nm



A          is produced and stays a …

No flavour mixing

nm nm

nm



The probability to find a           at any time is the same, but the probability
to find a         is zero.ne

nm



Classical analogy II: Maximal flavour mixing

ne nm



The probability to find a            oscillates with time and so does that ofne nm



Mass eigenstates=normal modes



The probability to find a          o            does not change with timene nm



Classical analogy III: small flavour mixing



The probability to find a            oscillates with time and so does that ofne nm



Neutrino oscillations in vacuum

We want to know the probability that at time t a measurement reveals that 
the state is one with flavour b:

We start at time t0 with a neutrino state of flavour a:



Neutrino oscillations in vacuum



Only one oscillation frequency,

Neutrino Oscillation: 2n

(appearance probability)

(disappearance or survival  probability)



Optimal experiment:

Oscillation suppressed 

Fast oscillation regime 

Equivalent to incoherent propagation: sensitivity to mass splitting is lost  



Neutrino Oscillations in matter

Many neutrino oscillation experiments involve neutrinos propagating
in matter (Earth for atmospheric neutrinos or accelerator experiments, 
Sun for solar neutrinos) 

Index of refraction (coherent forward scattering) different for electron and m/t

neutrinos

Wolfenstein



Neutrino propagation in matter

Earth: 

Sun: 

In the flavour basis:

+: neutrinos, -: antineutrinos



Effective masses in matter

q=0

Solar neutrinos are produced in the center of the sun and as the exit
they encounter a decaying matter density:

2



MSW resonance
Mikheyev,  Smirnov ‘85

q0

-Only for n or n, not both

-Only for one sign of Dm2 cos2q

MSW Resonance: 

2



Neutrinos in variable matter

If the variation is slow enough: adiabatic approximation (if a state is at r=0 in an 
eigenstate it remains in the i-th eigenstate until it exits the sun)

e

m

e

m



Solar neutrinos

MSW resonance energy



Solar neutrinos and MSW
68

pp (all solar) !

7Be (BX)!

pep (BX)!

8B (SNO + SK)!

Energy [keV]!

P
ee

!

8B (SNO LETA + BX)!

3
n
²

FIG. 84. Elect ron neut rino survival probability as a funct ion

of neut rino energy according to MSW–LMA model. The band
is the same as in Fig. 83, calculated for the product ion region

of 8B solar neut rinos which represents well also other species
of solar neut rinos. The points represent the solar neut rino
experimental data for 7Be and pep mono–energet ic neut rinos

(Borexino data), for 8B neut rinos detected above 5000keV
of scat tered-elect ron energy T (SNO and Super-Kamiokande

data) and for T > 3000keV (SNO LETA + Borexino data),
and for pp neut rinos considering all solar neut rino data, in-

cluding radiochemical experiments.

including both the experimental and theoret ical (solar
model) uncertaint ies and P3⌫

ee (E⌫= 1440keV) = 0.62 ±
0.17. A combined analysis of the Borexino data together
with those of other solar experiments allows to obtain
also the values of survival probability for the pp and 8B
neutrinos. Figure 84 reports the results.

X X V I I I . C ON C L U SI ON S A N D P ER SP ECT I V ES

The rich scient ific harvest of the Borexino Phase-I was
made possible by the ext reme radio–purity of the detec-
tor and of its liquid scint illator core in part icular. Chal-
lenging design purity levels have been most ly met , and,

in some cases, surpassed by a few orders of magnitude.
The cent ral physics goal was achieved with the 5%

measurement of the 7Be solar neut rino rate. Three more
measurements beyond the scope of the original proposal
were made as well: the first observat ion of the solar pep
neut rinos, the most st ringent experimental const raint on
the flux of CNO neutrinos, and the low-threshold mea-
surement of the 8B solar neut rino interact ion rate. The
lat ter measurement was possible thanks to the ext remely
low background rate above natural radioact ivity, while
the first two exploited the superior part icle ident ifica-
t ion capability of the scint illator and an efficient cosmo-
genic background subt ract ion. All measurements benefit
from an extensive calibrat ion campaign with radioact ive
sources that preserved scint illator radio–purity.

In this paper we have described the sources of back-
ground and the data analysis methods that led to the
published solar neut rinos results. We also reported, for
the first t ime, the detect ion of the annual modulat ion of
the 7Be solar neut rino rate, consistent with their solar
origin. The implicat ions of Borexino solar neut rino re-
sults for neutrino and solar physics were also discussed,
both stand–alone and in combinat ion with other solar
neut rino data.

Addit ional important scient ific results (not discussed
in this paper) were the detect ion of geo–neutrinos [56]
and state-of-the art upper limits on many rare and exot ic
processes [99].

Borexino has performed several purificat ion cycles in
2010 and 2011 by means of water ext ract ion [26] in batch
mode, reducing even further several background com-
ponents, among which 85Kr, 210Bi, and the 238U and
232Th chains. After these purificat ion cycles, the Borex-
ino Phase-I I has started at the beginning of 2012, with
the goal of improving all solar neut rino measurements.
Borexino is also an ideal apparatus to look for short base-
line neut rino oscillat ions into sterile species using st rong
art ificial neutrino and ant i–neut rino sources [100]. An
experimental program, called SOX (Source Oscillat ion
eXperiment), was approved and it is now in progress.

The Borexino program is made possible by funding
from INFN (Italy), NSF (USA), BMBF, DFG and MPG
(Germany), NRC Kurchatov Inst itute (Russia) and NCN
(Poland). We acknowledge the generous support of the
Laboratory Nazionali del Gran Sasso (Italy).
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Classical analogy IV:MSW resonance



As we cross the resonance (when the two lengths are the same), there is
a maximal flavour conversion: what was mostly            is now mostly ne nm

Classical analogy IV:MSW resonance



Koshiba (Nobel 2002) 

Underground cathedrals of light

Allows to reconstruct velocity and direction, e/m particle identification

Superkamiokande



e-
n

SuperKamiokande (22.5 kton!)

SNO

Neutrinography of the 
sun



Flavour of solar neutrinos

Can be tested in the Earth with 
Reines&Cowen experiment !

-1



KamLAND: solar oscillation 

Reines&Cowan experiment ½ century later 
at 170 km from Japenese reactors …

Large mixing



Atmospheric Neutrinos



Atmospheric Neutrinos

Produced in the atmosphere when primary cosmic rays collide with it, 
producing p, K



Atmospheric Neutrinos



Atmospheric Neutrinos



Atmospheric Neutrinos



Atmospheric Oscillation

Reines&Cowan experiment at 1km!

Lederman&co experiment  at 1000km!

Large mixing 

-1



Lederman&co neutrinos oscillate with the 
atmospheric wave length

Pulsed neutrino beams to 700 km baselines

OPERA

MINOS



Reactor  neutrinos oscillate with atmospheric wave 
length

Double Chooz, Daya Bay, RENO 

@ATM

10% effect 



T2K

@ATM

Using the SuperKamiokande detector! 



Standard 3n scenario

Solar and atmospheric osc. decouple as 2x2 mixing phenomena:

• hierarchy

• small



SM+3 massive neutrinos: Global Fits


